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Why was all of that happening?

What was he supposed to do next?

Was Rose not supposed to be the target?

He was just tagging along for the ride, so why was he suddenly being treated the same way as Rose?

He was suddenly facing a replica of himself too!

Rose did not dwell on his thoughts like the other two were. The moment his replica walked out of the

mirror, he immediately attacked!

He constantly formed seals that flew in the air. They fuse, and the Broken Soul Blade appeared in front of

him.

The moment Rose moved, the replica started to move the same way as well. It started to form the same

seals as Richard, and it created the exact same Broken Soul Blade.

When Rose saw that, even Rose had to raise an eyebrow. The copy could use Soul Sky as well. It was

too shocking.

However, he did not think too much about it at that moment. No matter how many tricks the replica had,

the array would be broken through as long as he dealt with his opponent!

He pushed forward, and the Broken Soul Blade launched ahead. He wanted to see if his Broken Soul

Blade was stronger than the clone’s!

Rose and the clone were not that far apart in the first place, so the two blades immediately clashed

together.

There was an incredibly loud sound as the Broken Soul Blades clashed, immediately exploding!

The energy shockwaves started to spread everywhere. Rose felt himself being pushed away by the

shockwaves, but he reacted quickly. He quickly activated his true energy to stabilize himself so he would

not fall like a wet dog.

Rose’s feet planted firmly on the ground, but the impact was so great that he had to try to maintain his

balance. At that moment, Rose could feel his heart beating rapidly.

It was all just too surprising. Rose could not believe that the clone’s skill was actually on the same level as

his. Not only did the clone look exactly the same, but the techniques were the same too.

What could he do?

Ever since he entered the Whirling World, Rose had met so many opponents. Even though those

opponents varied in strength, all of them had fallen to Rose in the end. When it came to single combat, no

one had ever been a match for him. Yet, he had just encountered one.

It was just that his opponent was a complete clone of himself.

While he was shocked, he marveled at how special the array seemed. His replica had been sent flying just

like he had. What surprised Rose was that the replica had been able to stabilize itself mid-air as well,

landing firmly on the ground.

He could feel that the impact had caused the replica to adjust its balance as well. When Rose saw

everything, he did not know what to say.

Facing his clone really did feel like looking into a mirror. Even their movements were exactly the same.

Rose was suddenly a little caught off guard. The metal and wood attribute arrays had been equally

challenging, but Rose had not stumbled at all, maintaining his calm the whole time.

That was because Rose could figure out how to get past the array for both the earlier challenges.

However, the water attribute killing array left Rose lost. The clone could use his own techniques, and the

power behind the techniques was equal to his.
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